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Youngistaan Foundation is one of India's
largest volunteer-driven, multi-award-
winning NGO. Registered in January 2014, the
organisation organizes and engages young
socially aware individuals and spearheads
multiple social programs to make meaningful
and empathetic interventions in the targeted
areas of Homelessness, Poverty, Hunger,
Education, Gender awareness, Animal Abuse
and Youth Development through advocacy. 

About Youngistaan Foundation



BACKGROUND OF THE CAMPAIGN

The 16 Days of Activism against Gender-Based Violence is an
international campaign observed by the United Nations Women that

takes place each year. It commences on 25th November, the
International Day for the Elimination of Violence against Women, to 10th
December, Human Rights Day, indicating that any form of Gender-based

Violence is the most pervasive breach of human rights worldwide.

Due to the pandemic violence against women and girls (VAWG), and
particularly domestic violence, has escalated around the world. There has
been an alarming increase in multiple forms of violence against women
and girls, especially physical, psychological, sexual, and economic forms

of domestic violence. 



Objectives

To create zero-tolerance
attitudes towards any form of
Gender-based Violence.

Educate about GBV and its
negative consequences on
individuals and society.

Respond by taking explicit measures and
vigilant action towards GBV, and also raise
awareness on bystander intervention

To create allies who can assist society at
large in preventing violence against any
gender. 



We aimed to create awareness on Gender-Based Violence.
We engaged with adolescents and adults on contemporary
gender issues and popular discourses by partnering with

various like-minded organisations across the globe.

Through this 16 day campaign observed by
Youngistaan Foundation,



We brought together influencers and feminist activists who are actively involved in working
towards a gender just society. They engaged the audience through active discussions to

encourage collective introspection and to support and believe the voices of survivors.



Topics Discussed

Gender in Indian Society
Gender-Based Violence
Domestic Violence
Intimate Partner Violence
Bystander's Intervention

Gender in Art Activism 
Misrepresentation of Gender in Films
Misrepresentation of LGBTQ+ in Films
Caste-Based Gender Violence 
Representation of Women in Media 

How can Young people be change-
makers to create a Gender just world?

      (Print and Digital) 



We need to work towards

changing the age-old social norms

around gender equality. For that,

we have to educate and empower

women and young people in our

country about gender-based

violence and gender equality. 

If we are united on an idea of not

raising our hand against women,

then as a law enforcement agency

our power will be doubled, tripled

thousands of times. This way, we

can counter any form of violence

against women.

Sudarsana Kundu - 
Gender-Based Violence,
Co-executive Director, 
Gender at work Global,
Country Director, India.

Sumathi Badugula -
Domestic Violence, 
IPS, DIG, CID, 
Women’s Safety Wing,
Telangana State Police

Countering Gender-Based Violence



We never believed that we are

equal and this mindset has to

change. We are just listening but

not believing we are equal. 

Once we change the language we

think in our head, we will start to

have a dialogue with the partner

which is a key to Curb violence.

If you want to end gender-based

violence, all of us have a role to

play. It is not something that

happens separately. We have to

take collective responsibility. 

This is why bystander

intervention plays a huge role in

Gender-Based Violence

Pearl Choragudi - Intimate
Partner Violence, 
Head of Counselling,
Operations Peacemaker, 
My Choices Foundation, India.

Richa Singh - Bystrander
Intervention 
Assistant Manager, 
Digital Engagement,
Breakthrough India



Reframing Gender in Film & Media





Live Recording Available
on Facebook, Youtube, Twitter, Linkedin Page of YF

The event was streamed live on Zoom,
Facebook, Twitter and Youtube 



Social 
Media
Engagement

INFORMAL SURVEY
Volunteers recorded responses on
What people think about Gender-
Based Violence after posing a set of
questions.

INTIMATE PARTNER
VIOLENCE TEST

A unique Test that was conducted on
Instagram using the Poll option to
make the social media audience self-
aware on the red flags of intimate
partner violence



Social 
Media
Engagement

URBAN DICTIONARY
A dictionary that introduces
contemporary words every day with
an aim to create a gender-neutral
world where gender violence has no
space.

EXPECTATION VS REALITY
Indian Cinema has been entertaining
and influencing us for ages now. This
has conditioned our society at many
levels where toxic gender roles and
masculinity are omnipresent. This
video depicts what we expect to see
in society versus what we really are
seeing today instead.



"I was shocked and surprised to hear violence
of so many forms. Maybe as I was living in a
world where violence is much normalised, I
had no idea that I play a major role in
countering it too. Every topic addressed here
reminds me of my personal life and the small
incidents I ignored wondering it was normal.
Thank for making me understand the violence
of any form is not normal, it is the first step
to something brutal".

"I was completely awestruck to hear
views from the panellists on Art, gender
and sexualities. I never realised that only
transgender women are depicted and not
other sexualities, likewise, I never
realised there are women in media but
not women from lower caste who are in
the editorial positions. Overall, the
panellists were so patient enough and
left meaningful pointers through which
we can read more on such topics".

Testimonies

Jyothi,
an employee at a Corporate Firm.

Dheera,
a student pursuing Bacherlors Degree



200+
Attendees

Impact

20,000+
Audience



Partners



Media Coverage



YOUNGISTAAN
FOUNDATION

Contact at

EMAIL ADDRESS
arun@youngistaanfoundation.org

PHONE NUMBER
+91 9885342224, Arun Daniel Yellamaty 

SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORMS
@YoungistaanFoundation

WEBSITE
www.youngistaanfoundation.org


